
Fish Crate

 ▘Designed to meet high hygiene 
requirements and prevent cross-
contamination

 ▘Empty crates are nestable for efficient 
storage and transport 

 ▘Suitable for all types of automated systems

 ▘Optimized for chilled and frozen fish 
and seafood

Your benefits

Protects your produce

 ▘Smooth surfaces inside and out to prevent fish from 
getting damaged

 ▘Choose from two designs: with or without drainage 
channels

 ▘Convex base and drainage system channel liquids away 
perfectly

Efficient handling

 ▘Interlocking features stop top tray from sliding when 
stacked

 ▘Ideal for fish packed in ice, before and after processing

 ▘Unique IFCO colour and branding for faster sorting 
of containers

 ▘Designed to withstand conditions onboard storage

Helps you operate more sustainably

 ▘Reusable over many years, eliminating waste

 ▘After useful life, material is recycled into new RPCs

 ▘Reduces landfill waste

Standardized for maximum convenience

 ▘Compatible with all standard pallets

 ▘Nests for efficient storage and transport

 ▘Pooled and serviced through IFCO’s network of service 
centers

A sturdy, food-safe reusable plastic container (RPC) suitable for chilled and frozen 
fish and seafood. Tough and durable, its design ensures the best possible temperature 
control, maintaining product freshness and quality. Available in three sizes.
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Types F / FWD 4318 F / FWD 6412 FWD 8422

Dimensions*

External dimensions (L x W x H) 400 x 300 x 185 mm 600 x 400 x 125 mm 800 x 400 x 220 mm

Internal dimensions (L x W x H) 360 x 270 x 165 mm 565 x 355 x 105 mm 625 x 315 x 210 mm

Stacking heights (full / empty crate) 170 / 42 mm 115 / 28 mm 197 / 55 mm

Logistics

Weight* 890 g 1350 g 2600 g

Max. units per Euro pallet (full crates) 104 76 30

Max. units per ISO pallet (full crates) 130 95 30

Number of layers 13 19 10

Maximum load capacity 10 kg 15 kg 25 kg

Material
Material HDPE

Color RAL 5012 blue

Dimensions and specifications

* Dimensional and weight tolerance is +/–1,5%

Other information applicable to all types

Temperature range    Useable from –30 °C to + 60 °C

Properties    Long-life color intensity, food-safe

Delivery quantity per truck (33 pallets) Typ 43xx = 13992 Typ 64xx = 10428 Typ 84xx = 3960

Quantity RPCs per ISO pallet ex depot (height 2400 mm*) Typ 43xx = 424 Typ 64xx = 316 Typ 84xx = 120

* Includes height of Euro pallet  |  RPC = Reusable Plastic Container   

Notes on use
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